
These five days in Poland were unforgettable. 

It all started on Wednesday afternoon when we arrived 

in Lubin. There, our hosts were waiting for us to drive 

us to their homes. I was amazed by their hospitality, 

kindness and generosity. 

The school was enormous with lots of students and 

classes. There we had our workshop with all Comenius 

teachers and students. I was impressed by their building too. They were colorful 

and very clean. Poland also has lots of forests and parks. 

The next days we went to see some monuments, and we also went to Wroclaw for 

shopping and to see the town. In the evenings we were free to do whatever we 

wanted with our hosts. My host family was so kind and they tried to make me feel at 

home. Patryk is a very nice guy with whom had a great time and I look forward to 

seeing him again in Greece. 

In my view, the best thing about Comenius is that you meet people from foreign 

countries. So you can improve your English and become more sociable. 

Furthermore, you make new friendships. 

In conclusion, I would say that our trip in Poland was awsome and I hope I can go 

there again. 
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Our journey in Poland with the comenius project was 

amazing. I met new people from other countries and I 

had the opportunity to learn some things about their 

culture and their daily routine. 

The workshop and the presentation of each country were 

very interesting. Our daily trip to Wroclaw was amazing; 

the square of Wroclaw was enormous, with many shops 

and restaurants. The kids were amazing and they were 

fun. We become all friends and we discovered that we had lots of things in 

common. 

The entertainment in the evening with my host and the other kids was great! My 

host family (Dawid’s) was very kind. Generally the whole experience to go to 

another country and meet new people is so fantastic. 

I’ll never forget it !!!!  
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Poland! Only beautiful memories that will stay in my 

heart forever! Therefore, I will try to describe those 

moments because my feelings are stronger than words! 

Those four days, I was hosted in Lubin, a village some 

kilometers away from Wroclaw. It is a beautiful place 

full of green parks, trees and the most important thing 

for me; friendly and warm people! Those people, who 

put me up, treated me as if I was member of their family. 

They were so polite, generous, warm-hearted and smily! I am so glad to meet them! 

The day following our arrival in Lubin, we went to our host’s school, where all 

Comenius partners (teachers and students) attended an interesting workshop. I 

think all of us did our best! 

The following days, I visited some interesting places, which were unforgettable. 

The first place, was the “Gross-Rosen”; some kilometers away from Lubin. This 

place triggered feelings of sadness and disgust. Just think that people suffered so 

many tortures in there. Moreover, during the last day, we went to see the big city 

next to Lubin, Wroclaw. This city was so wonderful and full of beautiful, colorful, 

buildings. In Wroclaw’s square, we saw the biggest town hall in Europe. In 

addition, we visited the “Panorama Nartzoviska”. This is a building in Wroclaw, 

where there is only a huge, oval painting. Very impressive!  

Another advantage of this amazing trip was that we had the opportunity to make 

new friends from other countries and learn about their culture. We had a great 

time together! Even though, we didn’t know how to speak English very well, at 

least we practiced a bit and by doing that we brushed up our English!  

All good things come to an end, though. Days went by and unfortunately, it was 

time to leave. On the one hand, I feel sad because I might never see my new friends 

again. On the other hand, this trip gave me the chance to travel to another 

beautiful country, to meet new amazing people, to visit important, historical places 

and of course to fill my heart with many unforgettable, significant memories of 

love, happiness and many, many smiles! 

I will remember it forever! 

 

Stella Kampouri 

Greece 


